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Everything about this remarkable motorhome is a
result of over 20 years of dedication and our
unwavering desire to produce the best. Take the long
wheel-based Fiat Ducato as a starting point, add
painstakingly crafted furniture, carefully selected
materials, contemporary styling, together with IH
design magic and you will find the IH 600 RL.

The 600 RL is a highly popular compact two berth,
end lounge layout, with a well-planned kitchen and
washroom located mid-vehicle.  With minimum effort,
the superb rear lounge doubles into either twin beds
or a king size bed and the layout additionally allows
all the motorhomes’ facilities to be used whilst the
bed is still occupied.

Our most compact model, the 600 RL comes with
twin rear doors which open to reveal excellent
storage. There is an option to add the new IH rear
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Respecting the past - Embracing the Future

enclosure which has been improved this year with a
larger boot allowing easier access to the storage
area.

The large windows allow natural light to show off
the fine workmanship and give uninterrupted views of
your outdoor surroundings, whilst at night the
generous mix of contemporary light fittings creates
the perfect mood for entertaining friends or relaxing
in this impressive motorhome.

We know interior space is high on your list of
priorities so the new 2014 model has an under slung
gas tank (as standard) providing increased interior
storage. The large range of exterior colours, cabinet
finishes, worktops and upholstery choices we offer

means you can create the van of your dreams.
A van for all seasons whether your destination
is the Scottish Highlands, the French Riviera or
anywhere in between, you will be travelling and
living in the utmost comfort and all at a highly
affordable price.

It is the many refinements and attention to
detail which makes this motorhome unmatched
and unrivalled in style and design. Allow us to
demonstrate what makes an IH motorhome
stand out from the crowd.
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Engines 130 Multijet ll 150 Multijet ll 180 Multijet Power

No. of cylinders, arrangement. 4, Inline 4, Inline 4, Inline

Capacity (cc) 2287 2287 2999

Max Power output (hp @ rpm) 130@3600 148@3600 177@3500

Max. Torque (Nm @ rpm) 320@1800 350@1500 400@1400

Emissions level Euro 5+

Transmission

Drive Front

Clutch Single Disc with Hydraulic release device

No. of Gears 6 + Reverse (Manual) 6 + Reverse (Manual)
6 + Reverse Comfort-Matic
(See Options)

Steering

Type Rack & Power - Servotronic (variable power-assisted)

Turning circle (kerb to kerb) 14.28m

Braking System

Type Dual H-I circuit; front & rear discs. ABS & Electronic
Brake-force Distribution corrector (EBD)

Front 280mm self ventilated

Rear 280mm

Suspension

Front McPherson type, independent wheel, with trailing arms, helical
springs, telescopic shock absorbers and roll bar

Rear Tubular rigid axle and longitudinal parabolic leaf springs, 
telescopic shock absorbers, elastic lateral stoppers and roll bar

Wheels

Tyres 215/70 R 15C

Key Weights & Measures

Max. Towable weight (braked) 2500kg

Max. Payload Dependent on specification & options fitted

Fuel Tank 90 litres

Fresh Water Tank 67 litres

Waste Tank 60 litres

Gas Tank 20 litres

Base Vehicle Specifications
Overall Dimensions

Length 5998mm (19’ 8”)

Height 2615mm (8’ 7”)

Width 2050mm  (6’ 9”)

Width inc Mirrors 2350mm (7’ 9”)

Bed Layout & Dimensions

Singles – 1980 x 635mm (6’ 6” x 2’ 1”)

King size double 1880 x 1980mm (6’ 2” x 6’ 6”)

Double can be made up lateral or tranverse

Specifications subject to change without notice


